
Logarithmic residue based methods forcomputing zeros of analytic functionsand related problemsP. Kravanja�, M. Van Barel and A. HaegemansDepartment of Computer Science, Katholieke Universiteit LeuvenCelestijnenlaan 200 A, B-3001 Heverlee (Belgium)AbstractGiven an analytic function f and a positively oriented Jordan curve , we consider theproblem of computing all the zeros of f that lie inside , together with their respective mul-tiplicities. By exploiting the connection between logarithmic residue integrals and the theoryof formal orthogonal polynomials, we obtain an accurate algorithm that proceeds by solvinggeneralized eigenvalue problems and a Vandermonde system. We show how similar techniquescan be applied to the following problems: computing zeros and poles of meromorphic functionsand locating clusters of zeros of analytic functions.1 IntroductionLet W be a simply connected region in C , f : W ! C analytic in W , and  a positively orientedJordan curve in W that does not pass through any zero of f . We consider the problem of computingall the zeros of f that lie in the interior of , together with their respective multiplicities.Let N denote the total number of zeros of f that lie in the interior of , i.e., the number of zeroswhere each zero is counted according to its multiplicity. Suppose that N > 0. Let the sequenceZ1; : : : ; ZN consist of all the zeros of f that lie inside . Each zero is repeated according to itsmultiplicity. An easy calculation shows that the logarithmic derivative f 0=f has a simple pole ateach zero of f , with residue equal to the multiplicity of the zero. It follows thatN = 12� i Z f 0(z)f(z) dzand thus N can be calculated via numerical integration. Integrals of this type are called logarithmicresidue integrals. Methods for the determination of zeros of analytic functions that are based on thenumerical evaluation of integrals are called quadrature methods. A review of such methods is givenin [8]. A classical approach is to consider the integralssp := 12� i Z zp f 0(z)f(z) dz; p = 0; 1; 2; : : : :�Corresponding author. E-mail: Peter.Kravanja@na-net.ornl.gov



The residue theorem implies that the sp's are equal to the Newton sums of the unknown zeros,sp = Zp1 + � � �+ ZpN ; p = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (1)Delves and Lyness [4] considered the monic polynomial PN (z) of degree N that has zeros Z1; : : : ; ZNand calculated its coe�cients via Newton's identities. In this way they reduced the problem to theeasier problem of computing the zeros of a polynomial. Unfortunately, the map from the Newtonsums to the coe�cients (in the standard monomial basis) of PN (z) is usually ill-conditioned. Also,the polynomials that arise in practice may be such that small changes in the coe�cients producemuch larger changes in some of the zeros. The location of the zeros determines their sensitivity toperturbations of the coe�cients. Multiple zeros and very close zeros are extremely sensitive, buteven a succession of moderately close zeros can result in severe ill-conditioning. The composite map(from the Newton sums to the zeros and their respective multiplicities) is also usually ill-conditioned.A similar approach was taken by Li [11] who considered (1) as a system of polynomial equations.Li used a homotopy continuation method to solve this system.What is wrong with these approaches, in our opinion, is that they consider the wrong set ofunknowns. One should consider the mutually distinct zeros and their respective multiplicities sep-arately. Let n denote the number of mutually distinct zeros of f that lie in the interior of . Letz1; : : : ; zn be these zeros and �1; : : : ; �n their respective multiplicities. In Section 2 we will show howthese unknowns can be calculated by solving generalized eigenvalue problems and a Vandermondesystem. Our approach exploits the connection between logarithmic residue integrals and the theoryof formal orthogonal polynomials. In Section 3 we show how similar techniques can be applied tothe following problems: computing zeros and poles of meromorphic functions and locating clustersof zeros of analytic functions.2 Formal orthogonal polynomialsLet P be the linear space of polynomials with complex coe�cients. We de�ne a symmetric bilinearform h�; �i : P � P ! C by settingh�; i := 12� i Z �(z) (z)f 0(z)f(z) dz = nXk=1 �k�(zk) (zk)for any two polynomials �; 2 P. Note that h�; �i can be evaluated via numerical integration.A monic polynomial 't of degree t � 0 that satis�eshzk; 't(z)i = 0; k = 0; 1; : : : ; t� 1; (2)is called a formal orthogonal polynomial (FOP) of degree t. (Observe that condition (2) is void fort = 0.) The adjective formal emphasizes the fact that, in general, the form h�; �i does not de�ne atrue inner product. An important consequence of this fact is that, in contrast to polynomials thatare orthogonal with respect to a true inner product, FOPs 't need not exist or need not be uniquefor every degree t. (For details, see for example [7] and the references cited therein.) If (2) is satis�edand 't is unique, then 't is called a regular FOP and t a regular index. If we set't(z) =: u0;t + u1;tz + � � �+ ut�1;tzt�1 + zt



then condition (2) translates into the Yule-Walker system26666664 s0 s1 � � � st�1s1 . . . ...... . . . ...st�1 � � � � � � s2t�2 3777777526666664 u0;tu1;t...ut�1;t 37777775 = �26666664 stst+1...s2t�1 37777775 : (3)Hence, the regular FOP of degree t � 1 exists if and only if the Hankel matrix Ht := [sk+l]t�1k;l=0 isregular. Thus, the rank pro�le of H := [sk+l]k;l�0 determines which regular FOPs exist.Theorem 1 n = rankHn+p for every integer p � 0. In particular, n = rankHN .Proof. Let p be a nonnegative integer. Assp = h1; zpi = nXk=1 �kzpkfor p = 0; 1; 2; : : :, the matrix Hn+p can be written asHn+p = nXk=1 �kzkzTk where zk := h 1 zk � � � zn+p�1k iT .This implies that rankHn+p � n. However, Hn is regular. Indeed, one can easily verify that Hn canbe factorized as Hn = VnDnV Tn where Vn is the Vandermonde matrix Vn := [ zr�1s ]nr;s=1 and Dn is thediagonal matrix Dn := diag(�1; : : : ; �n). Therefore rankHn+p � n. It follows that rankHn+p = n. 2By assumption s0 = N 6= 0, and thus the regular FOP of degree 1 exists. It is given by '1(z) = z��where � := s1=s0. Theorem 1 implies that the regular FOP 'n of degree n exists and tells us alsothat regular FOPs of degree larger than n do not exist. The polynomial 'n is easily seen to be'n(z) = nYk=1(z � zk):It is the monic polynomial of degree n that has z1; : : : ; zn as simple zeros.If Hn is strongly regular, i.e., if all its leading principal submatrices are regular, then we have afull set f'0; '1; : : : ; 'ng of regular FOPs.What happens if Hn is not strongly regular? By �lling up the gaps in the sequence of existingregular FOPs it is possible to de�ne a sequence f'tg1t=0, with 't a monic polynomial of degree t,such that if these polynomials are grouped into blocks according to the sequence of regular indices,then polynomials belonging to di�erent blocks are orthogonal with respect to h�; �i. More precisely,de�ne f'tg1t=0 as follows. If t is a regular index, then let 't be the regular FOP of degree t. Elsede�ne 't as 'r t;r where r is the largest regular index less than t and  t;r is an arbitrary monicpolynomial of degree t� r. In the latter case 't is called an inner polynomial. If  t;r(z) = zt�r thenwe say that 't is de�ned by using the standard monomial basis. These polynomials f'tg1t=0 can begrouped into blocks. Each block starts with a regular FOP and the remaining polynomials are innerpolynomials. Note that the last block has in�nite length.The so-called block orthogonality property is expressed by the fact that the Gram matrix Gn :=[h'r; 'si]n�1r;s=0 is block diagonal. The diagonal blocks are regular, symmetric and zero above themain antidiagonal. If all the inner polynomials in a certain block are de�ned by using the standard



monomial basis, then the corresponding diagonal block has Hankel structure. The matrix G(1)n :=[h'r; '1'si]n�1r;s=0 is block tridiagonal. The diagonal blocks are symmetric and lower anti-Hessenberg(i.e., its entries are equal to zero along all the antidiagonals that lie above the main antidiagonal,except for the antidiagonal that precedes the main antidiagonal). Again, if all the inner polynomialsin a certain block are de�ned by using the standard monomial basis, then the corresponding diagonalblock is a Hankel matrix. The entries of the o�-diagonal blocks are all equal to zero, except for theentry in the south-east corner. For proofs and further details, we refer to [2].Theorem 2 The eigenvalues of the pencil G(1)n � �Gn are '1(z1); : : : ; '1(zn). In other words, theyare given by z1 � �; : : : ; zn � � where � = s1=s0.Proof. De�ne Vn as the Vandermonde-like matrix Vn := ['r(zs) ]n�1;nr=0;s=1 and let Dn and D(1)n bethe diagonal matrices Dn := diag(�1; : : : ; �n) and D(1)n := diag(�1'1(z1); : : : ; �n'1(zn)). Then Gnand G(1)n can be factorized as Gn = VnDnV Tn and G(1)n = VnD(1)n V Tn . Let �? be an eigenvalue of thepencil G(1)n � �Gn and x a corresponding eigenvector. ThenG(1)n x = �?Gnx, (VnD(1)n V Tn )x = �?(VnDnV Tn )x, D(1)n y = �?Dny if y := V Tn x, diag('1(z1); : : : ; '1(zn))y = �?y:This proves the theorem. 2If n and '0; '1; : : : ; 'n�1 are known, then we can apply the previous theorem to obtain z1; : : : ; zn.By Theorem 1 the value of n can be computed as the rank of HN , but this is not a very practicalapproach. Instead, we will start to compute the polynomials f'tg1t=0 one by one and determine thevalue of n as the degree of the last existing regular FOP. The upper bound N will play a crucial rolein the computations.Theorem 2 can be interpreted as follows: the zeros of the nth degree regular FOP can be calculatedby solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. This property holds for all regular FOPs. This willenable us to compute regular FOPs in their product representation, which is numerically very stable.De�ne the matrices Gk and G(1)k asGk := [h'r; 'si]k�1r;s=0 and G(1)k := [h'r; '1'si]k�1r;s=0for k = 1; 2; : : :.Theorem 3 Let t � 1 be a regular index and let zt;1; : : : ; zt;t be the zeros of the regular FOP 't.Then the eigenvalues of the pencil G(1)t � �Gt are given by '1(zt;1); : : : ; '1(zt;t). In other words, theyare given by zt;1 � �; : : : ; zt;t � � where � = s1=s0.Proof. De�ne the Hankel matrix H<t as H<t := [s1+k+l]t�1k;l=0. We will �rst show that the zeros of 'tare given by the eigenvalues of the pencil H<t � �Ht. The zeros of 't are given by the eigenvalues ofits companion matrix Ct. Let �? be an eigenvalue of Ct and x a corresponding eigenvector. As Ht isregular, we may conclude that Ctx = �?x , HtCtx = �?Htx. Using (3) one can easily verify thatHtCt = H<t .



Let At be the unit upper triangular matrix that contains the coe�cients of '0; '1; : : : ; 't�1.Then Gt can be factorized as Gt = ATt HtAt. As '1(z) = z � � where � = s1=s0, the matrix G(1)tis given by [h'r; z'si]t�1r;s=0 � �Gt. The matrix [h'r; z'si]t�1r;s=0 can be written as ATt H<t At and thusG(1)t = ATt (H<t ��Ht)At. Now let �? be an eigenvalue of the pencil H<t ��Ht and x a correspondingeigenvector. Then H<t x = �?Htx, (H<t � �Ht)x = (�? � �)Htx, ATt (H<t � �Ht)Aty = '1(�?)ATt HtAty if y := A�1t x, G(1)t y = '1(�?)Gty:This proves the theorem. 2Regular FOPs are characterized by the fact that the determinant of a Hankel matrix is di�erentfrom zero, while inner polynomials correspond to singular Hankel matrices. By using an explicitdeterminant expression for regular FOPs, one can show that h't; 'ti = detHt+1=detHt. Therefore,if t is a regular index, then t + 1 is a regular index if and only if h't; 'ti 6= 0. However, from anumerical point of view a test \is equal to zero" does not make sense. Because of rounding errors inthe evaluation of h�; �i we would encounter only regular FOPs. Strictly speaking one could say thatinner polynomials are not needed in numerical calculations. However, the opposite is true! Let uscall a regular FOP well-conditioned if its corresponding Yule-Walker system (3) is well-conditioned,and ill-conditioned otherwise. To obtain a numerically stable algorithm, it is crucial to generate onlywell-conditioned regular FOPs and to replace ill-conditioned regular FOPs by inner polynomials.Stable look-ahead solvers for linear systems of equations that have Hankel structure are based onthis principle [1, 3, 5]. In this approach the diagonal blocks in Gn are taken (slightly) larger thanstrictly necessary to avoid ill-conditioned blocks. A disadvantage is that part of the structure of Gnand G(1)n gets lost and that there will be some additional �ll-in.We will ask the user for two thresholds, �stop and �cond with �stop < �cond, to decide whetherthe algorithm may stop or not, and to determine the size of a block. Suppose that the algorithmhas just generated a well-conditioned regular FOP 'r. If r = N , then we may stop. Else weproceed to calculate h'r; 'ri. If jh'r; 'rij � �cond then we generate 'r+1 as a regular FOP, i.e.,we solve a generalized eigenvalue problem to obtain the zeros of 'r+1. Else we scan the sequence( jhzt'r; 'rij )N�1�rt=0 . If jhzt'r; 'rij < �stop for t = 0; 1; : : : ; N � 1 � r then we conclude that n = rand stop. Else we search for the �rst element that is larger than �cond. The corresponding value of tthen determines the size of the block of polynomials. If all the elements are less than �cond then weuse the value of t that corresponds to the maximum to determine the block size and warn the userthat we could not obtain the level of well-conditioning that he or she requested.Once approximations for the zeros have been calculated, the multiplicities can be found by solvingthe Vandermonde system 26666664 1 � � � 1z1 � � � zn... ...zn�11 � � � zn�1n 3777777526666664 �1�2...�n 37777775 = 26666664 s0s1...sn�1 37777775 :



A Fortran implementation of our algorithm is available. Numerical tests show that it gives veryaccurate results. Note that it does not require initial guesses for the zeros. Also, as not onlyapproximations for the zeros are computed but also the corresponding multiplicities, one can use thequadratically convergent modi�ed Newton's iteration to re�ne the approximations for the zeros.3 Related problems3.1 Computing zeros and poles of meromorphic functionsLet W and  be de�ned as above, and let f : W ! C be meromorphic in W . Suppose that f hasneither zeros nor poles on . We consider the problem of computing all the zeros and poles of f thatlie in the interior of , together with their respective multiplicities and orders. Let N denote thetotal number of zeros of f that lie inside , and let P denote the total number of poles of f that lieinside . Suppose that N + P > 0. Let n denote the number of mutually distinct zeros of f that lieinside . Let z1; : : : ; zn be these zeros and �1; : : : ; �n their respective multiplicities. Let p denote thenumber of mutually distinct poles of f that lie inside . Let y1; : : : ; yp be these poles and �1; : : : ; �ptheir respective orders. The logarithmic derivative f 0(z)=f(z) has a simple pole at zk with residue �kfor k = 1; : : : ; n and a simple pole at yl with residue ��l for l = 1; : : : ; p. It follows thath�; i := 12� i Z �(z) (z)f 0(z)f(z) dz = nXk=1 �k�(zk) (zk)� pXl=1 �l�(yl) (yl)for any two polynomials �; 2 P. The FOP of degree n+ p with respect to this form is given bynYk=1(z � zk) pYl=1(z � yl): (4)Our algorithm for computing zeros of analytic functions is essentially an algorithm for computingzeros of FOPs. Provided that an upper bound for n + p is known, one can easily verify that thealgorithm can be modi�ed to compute the zeros of (4), i.e., the mutually distinct zeros and polesof f that lie inside . Once these have been calculated, their corresponding multiplicities and orderscan be calculated by solving a Vandermonde system. The sign of a component of the solution of thissystems tells us whether the corresponding zero of the FOP of degree n+ p is a zero of f or a pole.As s0 := h1; 1i = N �P can be computed via numerical integration and n+p � N +P = s0+2Pit follows that an upper bound for P immediately leads to the required upper bound for n + p. Incase  is the unit circle, such a bound for P can be obtained by using the heuristic approach ofGleyse and Kaliaguine [6].3.2 Locating clusters of zeros of analytic functionsSuppose that f is analytic and suppose that the zeros of f that lie inside  can be grouped into mclusters. In this case, the problem of computing all the zeros of f that lie inside  is notoriouslyill-conditioned. Let I1; : : : ; Im be index sets that de�ne these clusters, and let�j := Xk2Ij �k and cj := 1�j Xk2Ij �kzk



for j = 1; : : : ;m. In other words, �j is equal to the total number of zeros that form cluster j(its \weight") whereas cj is equal to the arithmetic mean of the zeros in cluster j (its \centre ofgravity"). We will show how our algorithm for computing zeros of analytic functions can be usedto obtain approximations for the centres c1; : : : ; cm of the clusters, together with the correspondingweights �1; : : : ; �m. This information enables one to zoom into a certain cluster: its zeros can becalculated separately from the other zeros of f . By shifting the origin in the complex plane tothe centre of a certain cluster, its zeros become better relatively separated, which is appropriate inoating point arithmetic and reduces the ill-conditioning.For k = 1; : : : ; n we de�ne �k := zk � cj if k 2 Ij. From the de�nition of �j and cj it follows thatXk2Ij �k�k = 0; j = 1; : : : ;m: (5)De�ne the symmetric bilinear form h�; �im byh�; im := mXj=1�j�(cj) (cj)for any two polynomials �; 2 P. This form is related to the form h�; �i in an obvious way: insteadof the zeros z1; : : : ; zn and their multiplicities �1; : : : ; �n we now use the centres of gravity c1; : : : ; cmand the weights �1; : : : ; �m of the clusters. Let� := max1�k�n j�kj:The following theorem tells us that h�; �im approximates h�; �i (and vice versa).Theorem 4 Let �; 2 P. Then h�; i = h�; im +O(�2); � ! 0.Proof. This follows immediately by expanding the terms inh�; i = nXk=1 �k�(zk) (zk) = mXj=1 Xk2Ij �k�(cj + �k) (cj + �k)into a Taylor series and by taking into account equation (5). 2In other words, if � is su�ciently small, then we can expect our algorithm for computing zeros ofanalytic functions to behave as if the underlying symmetric bilinear form is h�; �im instead of h�; �i.The FOP of degree m will be a regular FOP and its zeros will be good approximations for the centresc1; : : : ; cm. The FOPs of degree larger than m will be ill-conditioned. The following result con�rmsthis intuition.Corollary 5 The matrix Hm is regular if � ! 0. Let t > m. Then detHt = O(�2); � ! 0.Let 'm(z) be the FOP of degree m with respect to the form h�; �i. Then 'm(cj) = O(�2); � ! 0for j = 1; : : : ;m. Also hzp; 'm(z)i = O(�2); � ! 0 for all p � m.Once approximations for the centres have been found, the corresponding weights can be calculatedby solving a Vandermonde system. For more details, including a proof of the previous corollary,numerical examples as well as a di�erent approach based on rational interpolation at roots of unity,we refer to [10].
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